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IC:  6265A-1500R
Made in the USA
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* Refer to Maintenance sheet or website.
* Repairs must ONLY be made after proper instruction.
* Spring tension must be properly released before 

repairs.
* Replace damaged or broken parts.
* Keep path of arms clear.

* Refer to Operations sheet or website.
* Only drive with tarp in fully covered or uncovered position.
* Routinely inspect tarp and arms and replace if damaged.
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Replacement Parts and instructions may be obtained from your 
Aero® dealer or by contacting Aero® Industries.
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* Refer to Maintenance sheet or website.
* Repairs must ONLY be made after proper instruction.
* Spring tension must be properly released before 

repairs.
* Replace damaged or broken parts.
* Keep path of arms clear.

* Refer to Operations sheet or website.
* Only drive with tarp in fully covered or uncovered position.
* Routinely inspect tarp and arms and replace if damaged.
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